What We Do in Our Office for Your Safety

Infection control and your safety are, and always have been our top priorities. We have always gone above and beyond recommended CDC protocols and have added other systems as well.

What Do We Do That Is Different to Reach a Higher Standard?

- All surfaces are wiped down with a CDC and EPA approved disinfectant. Instruments are autoclaved and disposable items used where possible.
- We use ozonated water, an FDA-approved method and the best available, in our opinion, to make sure the water put in your mouth is not only clean, but acts as an antiviral, antibacterial agent. Ozonated water has a very strong ability to kill pathogens -there is ozonated water in every treatment room and it also runs through all handpieces
- Medical grade air purifiers in every treatment room for added cleanliness as well.
- We are taking temperatures on every patient and team member who comes through the door to ensure safety
- Everyone must use hand sanitizers when entering the office and before leaving treatment rooms.
- A prescreen questionnaire before patient’s appointment are used and repeated when arriving
- Office is scheduling highly planned system to minimize any contact with other patients during your visit
- Our office is also wiped down with 89-16 Deep Sterilization Protocol every day.
- An oral pre-rinse is also utilized before treatment is started.

Together we’ll make sure every patient is safe and healthy at every visit.

Please let us know if any questions and we are always here to care for you.

Ronald W. Konig DDS and Team